
1. Introduction

Wireless data transmission mechanisms that belong to
the IEEE 802.11 family are spreading widely in indoor
and outdoor environments as well due to their mobility
feature. When deploying hotspots several considera-
tions are required to be taken about the applied tech-
nology. This is more than just an economical or rational
issue, it requires efficiency analysis as well. The WiFi
system is based on the ISM (Industrial-Science-Medi-
cal) frequency range that allows service providers to
deploy and operate multiple hotspots in the same phy-
sical area independently from each other. In outdoor
environment the different service providers use radio
channels usually in uncoordinates way. Since ETSI stand-
ards are applied to the radiated microwave power the
densely deployed systems may cause interference with
each other.

In company or academic environment network users
set up more and more requirements toward mobile WiFi
devices (such as laptops, palmtops, intelligent mobile
phones) to support multimedia services. Since IP phone
systems are dynamically spreading in academic environ-
ment, we need to analyze the usability of WiFi phones
during physical movement in indoor and outdoor envi-
ronment. In the 2.4GHz ISM range the voice transmis-
sion feature of the WiFi IP phone greatly depends on
the applied voice encoding mechanism. The 5GHz WiFi
transmission has a special channel coding mechanism
that is more effective than that of the 802.11g. Its
transmission rate is very sensitive to the distance be-
tween the access point and the client. During physical
movement the high compression ratio data transmis-
sion standards are more sensitive to the radio cell roam-
ing than the algorithms with lower compression ratio.

We know from previous analyses that the quality of
multimedia services on mobile terminals is heavily affect-
ed by the velocity of the terminal during physical move-
ment [1]. On mobile terminals the quality of multimedia
applications depends strongly on data-link layer events.  

2. Overview of multimedia
coding/decoding algorithms

Spectacular development of DSP (Digital Signal Pro-
cessing) architectures in the last few years and re-
searches on human speech recognition affected the
improvement of voice encoding and decoding tech-
nologies [2]. The new codecs beyond the usual AD/DA
conversion apply internal patterns to analyze the input
audio signal and forward it as a minimal bandwidth
data stream.

PCM
The simple PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) audio is

encoded according to the ITU-T G.711 standard [3].
The 64 kbps PCM voice is compressed by µ-law or A-
law procedures that convert the 12 or 13 bit sample to
an 8 bit one using logarithmic scale. Benefits are sim-
plicity, low complexity, low latency, good sound quality.
Disadvantage is the high bandwidth requirement. 

ADPCM
The ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Mo-

dulation) is also a common compression solution that is
defined in the ITU-T G.726 standard. It uses 4 bit sam-
ples that are transmitted at 32 kbps. Unlike PCM these
4 bit words do not encode the amplitude of the voice
rather the difference of amplitudes and the alteration
rates. The algorithm applies a very simple linear esti-
mate. Benefits are simplicity, low complexity, good sound
quality, low latency, multiple coding rates. Disadvanta-
ges are relatively high bandwidth requirement, poor
sound quality at lower bandwidths.

AMR-NB
The AMR-NB (Adaptive Multi Rate – Narrow Band) is

mostly used on GSM and UMTS mobile networks. The
algorithm supports eight compression ratios (4.75; 5.15;
5.90; 6.70; 7.40; 7.95; 10.20; 12.20 kbps). The algo-
rithm can switch between these ratios at any time which
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is profitable on IP networks. The sender can alter the
outgoing bandwidth at any time based on the real time
statistics provided by RTP: according to the RTP sig-
naling the encoder compresses the forthcoming sam-
ples at the newly changed rate and the decoder can
decompress it in the same way. The 20 ms frames are
encoded by ACELP algorithm using 5 ms lookahead
value. Benefits are simplicity, relatively low complexity,
low bandwidth requirement, good sound quality, low
latency, multiple coding rates. Disadvantages are few
implementations, lack of open source code.

AMR-WB
The AMR-WB mechanism is used by the G722.2

encoder that is optimized to wide bandwidth. It uses
ACELP algorithm and encodes 7 kHz audio sampled at
16 kHz. It adaptively alters encoding rates (23.85; 23.05;
19.85; 18.25; 15.85; 14.25; 12.65; 8.85; 6.6 kbps).
The encoder uses 20 ms frames and 5 ms lookahead
buffer. Benefits are very good sound quality, low laten-
cy, multiple encoding rates. Disadvantages are high
bandwidth requirement for good sound quality, moder-
ate computing complexity. 

RTP protocol
The RTP (Real-Time Protocol) provides point-to-point

application layer transport service for real-time (audio,
video) traffic, therefore it uses services like PDU identi-
fication, sequencing, time stamping and transmission
control. It is used commonly over UDP using its multi-
plexing and checksum generation services and it is
sometimes used over TCP as well. RTP cannot guaran-
tee neither packet arrival nor correct packet sequence.
RTP is optimized to a variable and overloaded network
condition typical for IP networks. RTP transports con-
tent data to one direction while it uses the duplex chan-
nels of RTCP to relay control information that includes
quality parameters as well. RTP can perform time re-
covering, sender identification, content identification,
sequencing and loss detection. QoS, resource alloca-
tion, packet loss recovery and on-time delivery are not
related to RTP.

Classification of voice encoders/decoders
PCM and ADPCM belong to the family of waveform

codecs that use the redundant characteristics of the
waveform. Compression techniques developed in the
last 10-15 years are focusing on the voice source char-
acteristics. These compression codecs create the sim-
plified parameters of the original voice source that
results in smaller bandwidth. They are called source co-
decs including LPC (Linear Predictive Coding), CELP
(Code Excited Linear Prediction) and MP-MLQ (Multi-
purpose Multilevel Quantization) procedures. Advanced
codecs substitute the human voice source with a math-
ematical model and they transmit the representation of
the voice instead of the compressed voice. The most
common telephone voice encoding and packet switch-
ed voice standards are the following:

– G.711: 64 kbps PCM voice encoding technique
used in the conventional digital PBX centers and
networks. 

– G.726: Uses 40, 32, 24, 16 kbps ADPCM encoding.
ADPCM voice transmission is recommended be-
tween packet switched and conventional PBX net-
works.

– G.728: Low latency fluctuation version of CELP
that transmits voice at 16 kbps. CELP voice has to
be trans-coded to public telephone format in order
to set up communication with a public endpoint. 

– G.729: By using CELP compression it converts the
voice audio to an 8 bit data stream. Two subversions
exist that significantly differ from each other in pro-
cessing complexity both providing 32 kbps ADPCM
quality voice. 

– G.731: Compresses voice or multimedia audio con-
suming very low bandwidth. As part of the H.324
protocol family it operates at 5.3 kbps and 6.3 kbps.
The former applies CELP, the latter uses MP-MLQ
technology while both provide good voice quality
and further flexibility for the system.

– GSM: The GSM (Global System for Mobile Commu-
nication) standard of ETSI I-30036 is widely used in
European mobile networks for voice and low band-
width data communication. Full rate GSM operates
at 13 kbps by using RPE (Regular Pulse Excited)
encoder at 8 kHz sampling rate. Half rate GSM re-
quires 7 kbps bandwidth at 5 kHz sampling rate.
The input voice is split up into 20 ms frames it makes
eight short term approximations for each of them.
Furthermore each frame is divided into 5 ms sub-
frames where the encoder calculates latency and
gain for the long term approximator. Finally it quan-
tizes the rest of the signal in each sub-frame. The
GSM encoder generates good quality voice how-
ever the G.728 (CELP) encoder outperforms it by
its higher bandwidth. GSM encoder requires low
processing time. Benefits: simplicity, relatively low
complexity, low bandwidth, low latency, open source.
Disadvantages: G.728 outperforms it in quality/band-
width ratio.

Nullsoft Video protocol
The Nullsoft Video (NSV) format is a bit-stream that

is able to provide joint packaging for audio and video
data [4]. It complies with all major video and audio com-
pression mechanisms. As it is a bit-stream format, it
does not need to download the entire data file before
playing. It can provide streaming service as reliable
synchronization occurs at any point of the stream. Se-
condary data channels may provide multiple sound-
subtitle- or data flows. 

NSV file consists of two major parts: optional head-
er and mandatory bit-stream. All multi-bytes integers
are stored in LSB format where the least valuable byte
is the leftmost byte. Therefore a 4 bit and a 20 bit num-
ber will be stored in 3 bytes long. The voice and video
data packet are transmitted in one frame. The voice
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may follow or precede the video data. The number of
channels for additional information (e.g. title, 16:9/4:3
screen ratio, secondary audio channel, etc.) is limited
to 15. 

3. Characteristics of the VoIP network

After compressing the voice and converting it to data
the stream will be transmitted over the IP network using
RTP protocol. In VoIP networks we must consider the
latency and the bandwidth as well. Bandwidth require-
ments are critical as they depend on not just the select-
ed codec but the overhead of the layer protocols (IP,
UDP) [5]. The latency is affected by the propagation
speed of the signal the buffer handling mechanism of
the sender and receiver as well as the encapsulation
delay.

Bandwidth requirements on VoIP network
The operation of voice conversation over IP net-

works is affected by several parameters. Bandwidth re-
quirement of the applied codec can be in the range of
3...64 kbps. The voice PDU usually is not longer than
20 bytes while the L2 (Ethernet) and L3 (IP) layers add
significant overhead. Therefore the effective bandwidth
requirement is affected by these overheads [6]. In or-
der to simplify the problem various solutions had been
introduced. By using Voice Activity Detection (VOD) the
sender can interrupt the stream if the signal of the local
analogue source decreases to a certain threshold le-
vel. The bandwidth requirement is decreased to its half
as in human conversations a person listens to the ot-
her in half of the times. This solution claims more atten-
tion in determining the appropriate moments for switch-
ing on and off otherwise it can cause content loss.
However the total silence can be disturbing as well.
Comfort noise is usually applied to eliminate this prob-
lem that is perceptible at the pair of the non-speaking
person as locally generated white noise. 

Advanced systems reproduce remote background
noise in the silence period of the remote person. An-
other solution is the compression of the RTP PDU
header. As the RTP PDU may contain duplicated or
redundant information routers alongside the route com-
press the header therefore the bandwidth requirement
of voice can be significantly decreased. In most com-
mon LAN/MAN technological environment the required
physical bandwidth is shown in Table 1. IP/UDP/RTP
generates 40 bytes and Ethernet makes 14 bytes over-
head.

Table 1. Comparison of the VoIP/channel bandwidth

Each voice connection means two call streams while
video connection creates four or six call streams simul-
taneously.

Latency on VoIP network
In VoIP design a generally accepted rule is to keep

the endpoint to endpoint latency under 150 ms. Trans-
mission latency of today’s media is not perceptive for
human ear however together with handling latency it
may cause perceptive distortion. On user side the la-
tency tolerance is about 250 ms. Voice stream with
higher latency cause interference with the natural voice
stream therefore they may quench each other. Hand-
ling latency has effect on conventional line-switched
telephone networks also but its importance is higher at
packet switched transmission due to buffering. It should
be kept under 150-200 ms at latency design. Latency
of the G.729 standard is about 20 ms what was de-
signed in consideration of future demands as well. A
VoIP product generates a frame in every 10 ms on
average then it orders them in pairs and puts into a
packet therefore the value of latency will be 20 ms. In
packet switched networks latency is generated by putt-
ing the current packet into the outgoing queue and the
latency of the queue. These values are device-depen-
dents and typically not exceed 30 ms.

VoIP applications are sensitive not only to latency
but to its alteration as well. Unlike the conventional te-
lephone networks in packet switched transmission the
value of latency can fluctuate by the network traffic
load. Jitter is a short term alteration of the latency that
is the fluctuation between the expected and real pack-
et arrival time. Devices compensate it by using playout
buffer therefore gaps in the voice stream can be avoi-
ded. It increases the total latency of the system. The
buffer can be fix-sized or adaptive at different devices.
In case of VoIP jitter is the most significant quality ob-
structive parameter. Packet switched voice transmission
usually passes through systems with different latencies
and transfer parameters what results in poor quality.
General feature of these applications is a large size
receiver buffer with at least 1 second voice buffering.

QoS on VoIP network
In packet switched networks voice quality is largely

determined by the latency and the jitter of the network
therefore QoS parameters have high priority in network
design. Further important issues are the segregation of
the voice traffic from other network data and the pro-
tection of critical data against the possible high band-
width of the voice traffic. Elements of the effective QoS
design are: required bandwidth, packet loss, latency
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and jitter. These factors are ensured by the following
techniques:

– Control strategy: traffic limitation that means pack-
et drops when the traffic between two networking de-
vices exceeds a given threshold. This parameter can
be configured at input and output side as well. Typical
example of such techniques is RED (Random Early De-
tection) and WRED (Weighted RED). These techniques
identify packets that can be dropped when necessary. 

– Traffic design: provides equal input and output
packet rate for buffering. Unlike control strategy it tries
to avoid packet drop whereas it increases the latency
and jitter caused by buffering.

– Call set-up control: controls rejection of the band-
width requirement of the applications. In VoIP networks
RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) can be applied
to reserve bandwidth for a call. The H.323 gatekeeper
can limit this reserved bandwidth.

– Queues/scheduling: used at buffering by discov-
ering the priority of the packets. One buffer can be con-
figured for latency-sensitive packets and another for
data packets. IP/RTP priority queue is common mech-
anism in VoIP.  

– Tagging: There are different techniques to tag pack-
ets that require special treatment. In VoIP networks
packets can be tagged by IP preference bits (IP head-
er ToS field) for example. The packet tagging mecha-
nisms are important to preserve the internetwork QoS
parameters of the packets.

– Fragmentation: Further fragmentation of large pack-
ets can be enabled on some devices before transmit-

ting on a low bandwidth link. This feature protects voice
packets against high latency required for the transmis-
sion of large packets. Therefore the voice packet can be
put among the fragments of a large data packet.

4. Measuring environment 
and measured values

For our measurements we applied wireless devices
(access points and mobile terminal) that support IEEE
802.11b/g and IEEE 802.11a transmission mechanisms
as well. We analyzed the effects of L2 roaming that
was occurred during on foot physical movement of the
mobile terminal in our indoor test network as shown on
Figure 1. Mobile terminal passed at 5-6 km/h (1.4-1.7
m/s) velocity parallel with the straight line that links the
two access points. Within one measurement period
(TSi) the mobile terminal gets from the micro cell of AP1
to the micro cell of AP2 then backward it reaches to the
cell of AP1 again. As a multimedia service video stream-
ing and IP phone were run on the mobile terminal. MT
was a laptop and WinAmp multimedia application was
run for streaming (TCP) and SoftPhone application for
voice conversation (UDP) analyses. 

For TCP traffic the wired node was a streaming server
where we downloaded Nullsoft (NSV) format multimedia
contents from with different bandwidth. In order to mea-
sure UDP traffic SoftPhone application was run on the
mobile terminal and the wired node as well and voice
conversation was generated between them. Voice en-
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coding mechanism was selected on the Phone Center
located inside the wired LAN. Bandwidth values of the
streaming contents were the following: 80, 150, 300,
500 kbps. The applied voice encoding mechanisms were:
G.728 (16 kbps), GSM (29 kbps), G.711 (80 kbps), Wide-
band (272 kbps). We set the data retry parameter of the
access points to fixed 32 for TCP and UDP while we ad-
justed the beacon period between 20, 50 and 100 ms.
Receiver buffer of the WinAmp application was fixed to
1000 ms. We performed twelve measurements for TCP,
the same amount for UDP with each IEEE 802.11 stand-
ard, creating in this way seventy-two captured data files.

The two access points (AP1, AP2) were connected
to the same VLAN on a L2 switch. Ethernet frames from
the VLAN appear on the wired network were passed
to a traffic capture node by mirroring to a dedicated phy-
sical port that used tcpdump to capture and store the
data in libcap format file. Afterwards we analyzed the
measured values with Ethereal v0.10.4 protocol ana-
lyzer therefore we can determine the time intervals that
affect the quality of the applications. Radiated micro-
wave power of the access points were set to 5 mW for
IEEE 802.11b/g and 11dB for IEEE 802.11a. Physical
distance between the two APs was 50 meters, traffic of
the MT was unencrypted and association type was open.
In each TSi measurement (i = 1,2,...72) the MT started
from point S then passed on B, S, A points and finally
reached S again.

In order to determine the times that affect the quali-
ty of applications we identified the T0 moment (Figure 2)
in every capture data file. This is the arrival moment of
the LIP (Last Important Packet) received by the wired
node before L2 roaming. This is the last content data
of the MT before roaming. Descriptions of LIP and FIP
packets are shown in Table 2.  

L2 roaming event occurs within the Tr time as we
described in our previous paper [1]. Tr time is identified
by the arrival of the roaming frames to the new AP. On
the mobile terminal IPv6 was also used that can per-
ceive the recovery of the data link layer of the protocol
stack and it immediately initiates the discovery of the
neighbor nodes. Tmt time denotes the relative moment
when the MT can restart LLC transmission. We used this
feature of IPv6 to identify the frames sent during accu-
rate roaming event as we can experience multiple cell
changes during the physical movement within indoor
points S->B->S->A->S due to the Rayley fading effect.
The Ts time is the operational latency of the multimedia
connection. This is perceptible directly by the user and
its high value may produce gaps in service and loss of
the connection. FIP packets are used to identify the Ts
value.

5. Analysis and explanation of 
measurement results

Comparison and analysis of the measurement results
gave us the possibility to draw important conclusions.
Different IEEE 802.11 standards show different behav-
iors at roaming events in indoor environment [7]. The
roaming process is greatly depends on the beacon pe-
riod (Tb) value which is a configuration parameter of the
access point [8]. MT learns the beacon period of the
AP [9] from a signal in the beacon. As soon as the MT
does not receive eight consecutive beacons roaming
event will be initiated [1]. By continuously monitoring
the incoming beacon frames the MT perceives the loss
of radio signal quality and initiates a roaming process. 

Measurement results for TCP traffic are shown in
Figures 3, 4, 5 while UDP traffic values are displayed in
Figures 6, 7, 8.

• When the beacon period was decreased step by
step from 100 ms down to 50 ms and 20 ms the MT
perceived more rapidly the alteration of S/N ratio, there-
fore it became more sensitive to the change of environ-
mental conditions during the physical movement. In this
way the roaming times rise up from 0.5-2.8 s to 0.1-14.9
s and then fall down to 1.5-2.9 s at each streaming
technology. At first TCP dropout rises up from 2.5-17 s
to 2.4-19.8 s than falls down to 1.8-7.9 s. Consequent-
ly the Tb=20 ms beacon period is better then the 100
ms value. It is a useful establishment about the beacon
configuration. However very low Tb values may cause
multiple roaming events in indoor environment due to
the multipath signal propagation that induces repeated
TCP dropout.

• In the case of IP phone communication, for a gi-
ven voice coding technique the adjustment of beacon
period from 100 ms to 50 and 20 ms involves the de-
crease of the cell change time from 0.1-44.5 sec to 0.1-
12.5 sec while UDP dropout decreases from 0.2-49.8
sec to 0.2-19.9 sec that indicates the advantage of
Tb=20 ms value.

• In indoor environment the IEEE 802.11 technolo-
gies show different behaviors regarding the beacon
period. During streaming the IEEE 802.11a resumes
the connection within a longer period of time. Regard-
ing roaming performance it is followed by the IEEE
802.11b and the 802.11b that has the most advanta-
geous features in case of indoor roaming.

• IEEE 802.11a produces very high latency there-
fore connection is dropped even in wide bandwidth
voice communication while IEEE 802.11g shows the
best reaction time where the connection dropout can
be kept under 4 sec. This dropout is affordable be-
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cause it may be a relatively rare event in mobile IP
phone systems if users are notified previously. 

• Application dropout times have different charac-
teristics depending on the bandwidth of the stream. NSV
application at 150 kbps depends least on the radio
technology at Tb=20 msec while it depends the most
on the technology at Tb=50 ms. With Tb≤50 ms NSV
programmes at 80 and 500 kbps are least affected by
the radio technology. 

• IP phone communication with Tb≤50 ms provides
the least dropout by using GSM encoding that is opti-
mized to mobile environment. GSM provides weaker
sound quality than G.728 however it adapts more ef-

fectively to roaming situations. G.711 greatly depends
on the roaming mechanism of the radio technology that
comes from the features of the PCM designed for con-
ventional wired environment.

• After roaming with high beacon period streaming
resumes within a 4-11 sec period while with Tb≤50 the
latency of the TCP connection is 3 sec that can be ob-
served at the time difference Ts-Tr. 

• At IEEE 802.11b/g latency of UDP traffic (IP
phone) is under 0.5 sec for each voice encoding tech-
nique. At IEEE 802.11a the resuming of UDP traffic is
significantly delayed (3-7 sec) after the MT arrives to
the new radio cell.
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Figure 3. The streaming behavior (Tb=20 msec) Figure 6. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=20 msec)

Figure 4. The streaming behavior (Tb=50 msec) Figure 7. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=50 msec)

Figure 5. The streaming behavior (Tb=100 msec) Figure 8. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=100 msec)



• IEEE 802.11a technology performs its best at Tb
= 50 ms. IEEE 802.11g provides the best data-link ser-
vice for streaming at Tb=20 ms.

• For IP telephony IEEE 802.11g gives the best
overall performance independently from the voice en-
coding mechanism and the beacon period. It is fol-
lowed by the 802.11b and the 802.11a that shows the
disadvantageous behavior. 

• Flexibility order of the voice encoding mechanisms
for data-link layer dropout (descending order): GSM,
Wideband, G.711, G.728.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed the characteristic features of
multimedia applications (streaming, IP phone) during in-
door roaming events operated on IEEE 80211a, 802.11b
and 802.11g transmission technologies. For TCP mea-
surements NSV format streams were sent towards a
laptop moving on foot in indoor environment. For UDP
measurements IP SoftPhone were run on the laptop
while it had a voice conversation with a wired IP phone.
Measurements were performed for the common encod-
ing mechanisms. 

Based on these measurements we can establish that
the beacon period of the access point has significant
impact on the roaming process. Different IEEE 802.11
technologies show different behaviors for both TCP
and UDP traffics. Beacon period also has effects on
them. 

For mobile indoor wireless streaming terminal IEEE
802.11g with <=50 ms beacon period provides the
best performance. For mobile WiFi IP phones in slightly
loaded 802.11g indoor environment good quality of ser-
vice can be experienced. Roaming may cause 2-3 sec
of dropout in best case that is an acceptable value for
users if they are previously notified. GSM voice en-
coding flexibly adapts to dropouts in the data link layer,
it is followed by the wideband encoding despite its
higher bandwidth requirement compared to G.711 and
G.728.

In the future transport layer services with low drop-
out (<250 ms) and fast roaming convergence are re-
quired to design in order to provide continuously ac-
ceptable operational quality for multimedia services in
indoor mobile WiFi systems. Performance of the H.323/
SIP mobile IP video conference and web collaboration
services in mobile environment have to be evaluated
as well. 
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